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A tested and proven course – Offered to government
organizations, businesses, universities and colleges

Unique Offering:
• COURSE DESIGNED & PRESENTED BY SENIOR FINANCIAL
SERVICES EXECUTIVE WITH 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN

CANADA AND ABROAD

• INSIGHT AND ANALYSIS OF INDUSTRY LEADING
APPROACHES ADOPTED BY OTHER JURISDICTIONS
AROUND THE WORLD

The course focuses on Risk
Management strategy
including:
• World class government Risk
Management assessment framworks
• Industry leading concepts and
approaches to enterprise-wide Risk
Management Frameworks

RISK MANAGEMENT COURSE
Ottawa, Ontario

Toronto, Ontario

Brasília - DF

Enrolment available to members of government, business and academics

The Risk Management Course is designed to provide
high quality learning of industry leading concepts and
techniques in 'enterprise-wide' risk management.

Benefits associated with your participation in the course:
For your organization...

For you...

• the ideal environment in which to

• unique and productive way to

advance the development of your risk
specialists

• an opportunity to expand your in-house

training with a highly acclaimed program
of study with extensive technical lectures
that examine and analyze the industry
and realistic exercises and case studies to
help your team effectively deal with
practical day-to-day issues

• the perfect way to pull together the

missing pieces from prior training into a
more complete and high quality learning
experience

interaction with other professionals
who share a common goal to
acquire new information and skills to
respond effectively to business issues,
both internally and with customers

• extensive course materials, including
technical examples of enterprisewide frameworks, detailed examples
of risk related templates and tools,
including actual case studies - a
valuable source of reference both
during the course and in the office

• valuable information and practical
advice on the latest industry trends
from around the world
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OBJECTIVES OF THE COURSE
Increase participant’s level of knowledge and
understanding of the principles of risk management.
Gain knowledge and insight into the theory of risk
management ('Enterprise-wide' and Integrated).
Acquire and understand practical applications and
areas of best international practices.

Who should participate?

A tested and proven course
format that delivers maximum
benefit

The course is designed for:
•

•

directors,
managers
and
other
professionals
engaged
in
risk
management, governance, audit
and other related services

Pre-course material
Your Risk Management training starts before
coming to the course site. In a program like
this, the background of participants varies.
Some participants will have some industry
experience while others will have less. To
achieve a common starting point, the first
module of the course is pre-course reading
material. The material provides background
on the theory of risk management, as well as
practical applications. In a "case study"
format, this module provides self-paced
knowledge to reinforce learning, and
opportunities to check understanding. After
registration, the pre-course materials will be
sent to you. This module is designed to
maximize the common knowledge of the
industry and is part of the course materials.

leaders
of
large
multifaceted
organizations that are concerned
about
improving
the
level
of
knowledge of 'Enterprise-wide' risk
management in their organizations

The course is designed to provide:
•

•

•

Knowledge, to help leaders and other
professionals to better understand risk
management
Knowledge
of
concepts
and
structures that are used by large
international organizations worldwide

The 3 day course includes both
lectures and work sessions

Guidance
to
understand
the
practical applications of the theory of
integrated risk management and how
it benefits all organizations

An
industry
executive
and
qualified
professional with over 25 years of industry
experience has developed and will deliver this
course. The workshops will explore the
practical application of key technical
concepts and issues discussed in the lectures.
You will come away with a solid knowledge
base on which to build.
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COURSE OUTLINE
The course has received world-class assessments
from participants based on 3rd party survey results
– greater than 90% satisfaction score across five
areas.
The course incorporates five general categories
listed below.

RISK MANAGEMENT COURSE
Customizable

A) Introduction to Risk Management
A comprehensive introduction to risk management,
this workshop includes a general overview of
enterprise wide risk management, theory, and an
analysis of the various offerings in industry.

B) Techniques of Risk Management
This workshop includes risk assessment, control and
mitigation strategies, and mechanisms to identify and
transfer risk and assess the best coverage. We will
focus on the latest developments in industry and get
the foundation you need with today’s tools and
proven techniques to manage risk at any
organization.

C) Developing an Organization-wide Risk
Management Program
This workshop describes the framework for an
organization’s risk management program that aligns
with its goals, sets roles and responsibilities and
provides communication strategies needed to
report to senior stakeholders.
In this workshop, you’ll learn the tools and
techniques for developing a risk management
program that complies with applicable regulatory
statutes, and delivers value to the organization.

D) Integrating Enterprise Risk Management
and Strategic Planning
Learn how aligning Enterprise Risk Management
("ERM") with organizational strategic goals and
objectives, can add value by exploiting the upside
of risk.
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Interactive

Intensive

In this workshop, you will learn the steps to conduct
strategic risk and scenario planning to align risk
management within an organization’s strategy and
identify key aspects of what makes up best
practices in risk management.

E) Government Risk Management methods of a Risk Management
Assessment Framework
Reliability, transparency and accountability are key
principles for many governments as they strive to
demonstrate to the public that they apply attention
to the impact of their programs, in this mediacentric society. Identification of clear objectives,
development of transparent processes, adapted
checks
and
balances,
accountability
and
communication should be paramount for all
administrations.
In this workshop you will learn techniques and tools
used in practice today by other jurisdictions, to help
assess the design, level of preparedness,
effectiveness and efficiency of risk management
practices and principles within government bodies.
The workshop will explore flexible tools to assist in
evaluating
performance
and
progress
in
developing
and
maintaining
effective
risk
management capability and assessing the impact
on delivering effective risk handling and
required/planned outcomes. In addition, focus will
be on identifying areas of particularly good or poor
performance and in establishing priorities for
improvement.
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About the course creator and presenter:
DAVID J. KEANEY, B.COMM, CA, CPA has served in the insurance and banking
industry for 25 years. As the Chief Financial Officer and Chief Compliance
Officer for one of Canada’s largest banking Insurance groups, CIBC Insurance, he
oversaw all aspects of the risk management, corporate governance, financial,
reporting and regulatory requirements for the bank.

Evaluation from participants include:
" This course was great! Your experience and the way you explain is very rich. I think
you can contribute to improve our work. Thanks! "
Course design:
! There should by more courses like this and with
varying levels of insight within our organization to
help supplement and develop new practices
within TCU"

Applicability:

course is being tackled within other units of TCU and the
fact that the lessons have gone beyond common sense
and known standards, including showing how the
content is seen internationally."

Instructor performance:

! Excellent course."

! Much praise was given by participants regarding the
instructor’s experience, abilities, knowledge of content,
pedagogical qualifications, strength in communicating
content and professional capabilities."

Content:

Other:

! As strengths, participants pointed out the
opportunity to know how the material of the

Participants noted the opportunity to exchange ideas
and experiences during the course as a strength.

! The course is considered
performance in and out of TCU."

essential

for

* Questionnaire

administered
and delivered by
Instuto Serzedello
Corrêa
(Department of
Training) of TCU
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About the presenter - DAVID J. KEANEY, CPA, CA, BCOMM

David J. Keaney, has served in the
insurance and banking industry for
25 years.

• Business valuation, forensic
consulting, and strategic M&A
• Member of the Insurance

As the Chief Financial Officer and

Industry Licensing Committee -

Chief Compliance Officer for one

intimate knowledge of the

of Canada’s largest banking

complex regulatory

Insurance groups, CIBC Insurance,

environment in North America

he oversaw all aspects of the risk
management, corporate
governance, financial, reporting
and regulatory requirements for
the bank.

• Corporate remediation and

• Development of Internal
Control and Risk
Management Frameworks
and creation of corporate
wide policies
• Implementation of global
reinsurance programs and
solutions

restructuring eliminating
unwanted risk and streamlining

Risk Capital, Regulatory

operational performance

Compliance and Controls

• Operations, processes and

• Implementation of

As the Chief Financial Officer in

controls “revamped” to

SOLVENCY II and BASAL II

Canada for one of the largest

significantly improve risk and

risk capital regimes

travel insurance and assistance

control environment

company in the world, Allianz
Global Assistance, he effectively
enhanced business performance
to record levels and worked with
regulators for new reinsurance
licenses.

• Retention agreement strategy
implementation designed to
mitigated downside risk
• Investment portfolio
management - setting target

Capabilities and areas of focus
include:
• Enhancement in corporate
governance, controls, risk
management, and business
management processes and
procedures

yields, investment strategy and
policy

• Development of programs
for the assessment of
regulatory compliance
• Implementation of SOX 404
in multiple international
jurisdictions
• Preparation and
presentation of governance

• Implementation of new lines of

and risk- based reports for

insurance; set up of new

bank- wide audit and

international offices and

governance committees

development of risk and
compliance reporting
processes

• Board member and Chair of
various Reserve, Risk
Management and
Underwriting Committees
• Review, audit and other
assurance services

“Providing excellent customer
service and anticipating the needs
of my clients is paramount “
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